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1 Purpose of the research

We present the machine learning application
BIOGRAPHTA that CLiPS has developed to
extract biomedical relations from the PubMed
database of abstracts in the framework of the BIO-
GRAPH project1. The general goal of the project
is to put forward a new methodology for mining
data from heterogeneous information sources in
order to discover new relations between genes and
phenotypes. A more specific goal is to develop
text mining techniques that allow to perform large
scale relation extraction starting from the smallest
possible amount of manually annotated data and
obtaining the highest precision possible.

2 Approach

BIOGRAPHTA processes abstracts in which bi-
ological relations from multiple databases have
been annotated automatically based on an in-
sentence co-occurrence criterium. It performs
a relation identification task learning from noisy
data, since a proportion of the automatically anno-
tated relations is incorrect. A distinctive charac-
teristic of the system is that it incorporates a mod-
ule that processes negation and speculation cues.
The output of this module is used to filter out false
positives. BIOGRAPHTA processes abstracts fol-
lowing several steps:

- Tokenization of the raw abstracts.
- Lemmatizing the tokenized sentences with

the GENIA dependency parser GDep (Sagae
and Tsujii, 2007).

- Named entity tagging with UMLS (Boden-
reider, 2004). The tagger matches token se-
quences with entries in the UMLS database,
which integrates over 2 million names for
some 900 000 concepts from more than 60
families of biomedical vocabularies.

1This research is funded by the GOA BOF project BIO-
GRAPH of the University of Antwerp.

- Syntactic parsing with GDep.
- Machine learning of biological relations

with SVMLight (Joachims, 1999). An in-
stance is created for every pair of named en-
tities that is detected in the sentence. The
feature vectors encode information relative to
the named entities and their context in the
string of tokens and in the dependency tree.

- Labelling scopes of negation and specula-
tion cues. This module (Morante et al., 2010)
takes as input a parsed sentence and outputs
the parsed sentence with the negation and
speculation cues identified and their scope
marked.

- Filtering out biological relations based on
the scope labelling step: if at least one of the
entities is under the scope of a negation or
speculation cue, the relation is removed.

3 Results and future perspectives

The system cannot be evaluated on noisy data.
This is why we evaluate it with the binarized ver-
sion of the BioInfer corpus (Pyysalo et al., 2007).
We perform 10-fold cross validation experiments
obtaining a precision of 72.54% and a recall of
46.61%. The system will be integrated in the Bio-
graph knowledge discovery server.2
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